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1.0 Executive Summary 
 
CEL Ottawa has been engaged for the purpose of creating a Class 2 Reserve Fund 
Study (Reserve Fund Study update with site visit). We are pleased to present the 
following information for the purposes of planning at CCC #272 and would be pleased 
to discuss should the Board of Directors require further information. In completing 
our report, we comply with Ontario Regulation 48/01 General, made under the 
Condominium Act, 1998. We do not produce reports purely in present dollar value, 
but also include future dollar values as an estimate of what a bank account should 
hold. 
 
We understand that the Board of Directors has accepted our draft report and has not 
requested any revisions. 
 
The Board of Directors has elected to follow our recommended funding plan as 
outlined below. 
 

An increase in the amount of the annual contribution to $81,600 (2.0%) 
in 2021 and in all the remaining years covered in this study. This puts 
your critical year in 2038 with a low balance of $100,144. This keeps 
the risk of not having the money for emergency or unexpected major 
repairs or replacement moderate.  
 
 

This document also contains the “Notice of Future Funding of the Reserve Fund” to 
be completed, signed and sealed by the Board of Directors. This form should be 
distributed to the Unit Owners as required by the Condominium Act, 1998. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________ 
Maurice Quinn, P.Eng., MIPENZ(Structural), PM
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2.0 Introduction 
 

2.1 Objective 
 
Capacity Engineering Limited (CEL) has been engaged by the Carleton Condominium 
Corporation (CCC) #272, located at 811 Connaught Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, via 
their representative, Capital Integral Property Management, to prepare a Reserve 
Fund Study update. This study will include an updated schedule of the anticipated 
major repair and replacement of common element items with information provided 
by the Corporation. It will also provide a proposal for the maintenance of an adequate 
account balance over the 50-year period of the study. 
 
It should be noted that events may occur that could affect the life assumptions used 
in this study and market fluctuations may impact repair and/or replacement costs. 

 

2.2 Code, Standards, and Guidelines Employed 
 
Codes and Standards: 
 

We will undertake our work to a standard of care which should be expected of a 
Professional Engineering team faced with a facility of a similar type and condition. We 
will apply the best practice of the industry, and innovate where we feel this is in your 
best interest as our client. In our work, we apply many resources. Most important 
amongst these are: 
 

● [Ontario] Condominium Act, 1998, S.O. 1998, c. 19 
● Part IV, Section 29 of O.Reg. 48/01 
● “The Building Code “ - OBC 2012 & CAN/CSA S478-95 (2007) 

 
Guidelines: 
 

● Whole Building Design Guide 
● ACI 201.1 “Guide to Condition Survey of Concrete in Service” 
● ATC 
● CISC Guidelines for Inspection of Existing Structures 

 

2.3 Background Documents 
 
The following documents were available in preparation of this study. 
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● Declaration 
● By-laws 
● Rules and Regulations 
● Status Certificate 
● 2019 Audited Financial Statement 
● 2020 Budget 
● Previous RFS Updated from 2017 
● Reserve Fund Maintenance Logs 
● 2019 Insurance Appraisal 
● Site Plan 

2.4 Limitations 

This document was prepared for the account of CCC #272, and represents the best 
judgement of CEL given the information available at the time of writing. Any use 
which a third party makes of this document, be that any reliance upon or decisions 
influenced, are the responsibility of such third party. 
 
Please refer to CEL Reserve Fund Study Guidelines in Appendix D. 
 
Make no assumptions in your interpretation of this document. 
 
This document needs to be read in its entirety to fully understand all of the 
information obtained in the course of the study. 
 
This document is both confidential and copyright. Should you have received this 
document in error, please return it to Capacity Engineering Limited. 

 

2.5 General Property Description 
 

The property in this study is located at 811 Connaught Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, and 
consists of 60 two-storey above grade, two-bedroom plus study (or three-bedroom) 
units with a lower level and exterior surface parking. 
 
There is a small children’s playground and a condominium office on site. 
 
CCC #272 is a 39-year-old 8 block townhouse complex. The wood framed 
construction is supported by concrete foundation walls. The exterior is clad with a 
combination of brick veneer, wood siding, aluminium siding, and vinyl siding. The 
sloped roofs are covered in asphalt shingles. 
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The site includes asphalt parking spots and roads, interlocking and concrete 
hardscaping, wood and chain link fencing, retaining walls, site lighting, and 
underground common services. The site also includes soft landscaping including trees 
and shrubs. 

 

2.6 Standards of Reference 
 
Exceptional:  Element or system is in “as new” condition, requiring no repairs or 
replacement and performing as expected. 
 
Excellent:  Element or system is in a near-new condition, requiring no repairs or 
replacement and performing as expected. 
 
Very Good:   Element or system is in an above average condition and may require 
some planning for repairs, but does not need replacement. It is performing within 
acceptable tolerances. 
 
Good:  Element or system is an average condition for a serviceable component and 
should have a repair/refit/update planned towards the longer end of the typical 
service life for such construction. 
 
Serviceable:  Element or system which is performing, but may require work in the 
near future. This is a condition at which the Board should be planning for repair or 
replacement in the medium term, and may benefit from replacement where an 
economic analysis shows that replacement will gain a lower total cost of ownership. 
 
Functional:  Element or system which is performing, but not efficiently. Such elements 
should be planned for replacement in the near term and are likely to be a drain on 
operating budgets. A capital expenditure to replace or overhaul is likely 
recommended. 
 
Poor: Element or system which, if functioning to within acceptable tolerances, is 
clearly not efficient and in need or repair. Such elements should be scheduled for 
repair or replacement in the Building Maintenance Planning for the year of our report. 
 
Very Poor: Element or system has failed or cannot be relied upon to continue 
performing. It has exceeded its expected life. Repairs or replacement is required. 
 
Absent:  Element or system is required by code, or a recommended addition to the 
building based on an evaluation of efficiency or functionality. 
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3.0 Depreciating Assets 
 

3.1 Structure 
 

The structure of a building is considered to be made up of three main parts; 
the footings, the foundation, and the superstructures. 

 
The footings are the lowest part of the structure and supports the weight of 
the building and transfers the load of the building to below ground level. Its 
main purpose is to prevent settlement of the building. The Canadian climate 
requires footings to be placed deep enough into the ground so as not to be 
affected by seasonal freeze-thaw cycles. The footings will typically last the life 
of the building. 

 
The foundation is below grade level. It transfers the load of the building to the 
footings. It includes walls and columns. Foundation walls typically extend just 
above ground level, and must be built out of concrete due their constant 
exposure to water (as steel rusts, and wood rots). They must hold the weight 
of the soil resting against then, and carry the weight of the structure above 
them onto the footings. CCC #272 has cast in place reinforced concrete 
foundation and footings. 

 
The superstructure is the portion of the structure that is above grade level.  In 
CCC #272, the superstructure is typical wood framed construction.  

 

3.2 Building Envelope 
 

When you look at a building from the street, most of what you see is the 
building envelope. It is the non-structural elements covering the building that 
protects the interior of the building from the elements such as rain and snow, 
provides insulation from the exterior temperature changes, and is responsible 
for a significant portion of a building's curb appeal. A building envelope 
typically consists of a waterproof roofing system, windows, siding/veneer 
systems, parging, as well as various flashing details to connect all of the 
elements and prevents water from penetrating the building at any joints. 

 
Aluminum flashing joins the elements of the building's envelope, and together 
with caulking, directs the flow of water to the exterior of the building. Although 
the aluminum flashing should withstand many years of exposure to the 
elements, the caulking should be regularly checked and replaced as necessary. 
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3.2.1 Roofing System 

The roofing system consists of asphalt shingles over typical wood framed roof 
trusses and sheathing on a sloped roof. Sloped roofs prevent water penetration 
by shedding water. Roof shingles are overlapped so that water is shed 
downward by gravity over the top of the shingles. There is also aluminum 
soffits, fascia’s, and eaves troughing which assists in the shedding of water. 

 

3.2.2 Glazing System 

The glazing system is a series of typical glass panels within a rigid frame, and, 
in this case, are regular vinyl clad windows. The glass panels are layered within 
a frame and are filled with an insulating gas to mitigate for a lack of typical 
insulation. This gas leaks out over time, decreasing the insulating capacity of 
the glazing system. The window frames are connected to the siding system 
with aluminum and caulking flashing details so as to maintain a barrier from 
the elements. The caulking needs to be regularly inspected and replaced as 
necessary. 

 

3.2.3 Siding System 

The vertical portions of the building's exterior are covered with a combination 
of brick veneer, wood siding, aluminium siding, and vinyl siding. These 
coverings are necessary to shield the interior from elements such as wind and 
snow, and can be used as an aesthetic expression. 

 

3.3 Hard Landscaping 
 
3.3.1 Roadways, Driveways and Walkways 

Roadways include the portion of pavement to which all vehicles have access to 
the townhouse complex. They typically have the highest use and require the 
most frequent maintenance. A roadway is generally a thicker structure than a 
driveway. A driveway, which refers to an individual unit’s portion of pavement 
has less use than a roadway. Walkways, which are for pedestrian use only, will 
have the lightest use. 

The roadways and driveways at CCC #272 are built of asphalt pavement which 
consists of three layers: subsoil; base; and asphalt. 
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Cast-in-place concrete curbs are in place to edge roadways and parking 
spaces. 

The walkways at CCC #272 are interlocking concrete pavers used in the areas 
around the entrances of the units and to access the visitor’s parking lot. 
Because they are a manufactured product, pavers are very uniform in size and 
fit tightly together. The joints between pavers are filled with sand. 

Roadways, driveways, and walkways are also used to direct water away from 
the unit structures and towards catch basins in the roadways. Catch basins are 
square or circular shaped pits, in the asphalt roadway, with metal grate lids 
that collect runoff water and redirect it to the storm sewers. 

 
3.3.2 Fencing 
 

CCC #272 has wood privacy fences between the units in the back yards. 
There is also wood fencing along the north of the property facing Carling 
Avenue. Wood fencing consists of wood fence boards and posts. The posts 
are heavier lumber and are set into concrete post hole footings. 
 
There is a chain link fence surrounding the sandbox/playground. The chain 
link fence consists of metal fabric stretched across a framework of posts and 
rails. Posts are set into concrete post hole footings. 

3.3.3 Planters 

There is a pre-cast concrete planter that runs along the north of the property 
facing Carling Avenue.  
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4.0 Financial Analysis 
 
For this study, the following information was received from Property Management: 
 
 Fiscal Year: January 1st to December 31st 
 
 Annual Reserve Fund Contribution for 2020: $80,000 
  
 Projected Reserve Fund Balance at December 31st, 2020: $240,164 
 
Inflation on expenditures is set to the Bank of Canada's 2.20% target rate. 
 
Interest is set to 1.0%. 
 
We recommend the following for your review and consideration. 

An increase in the amount of the annual contribution to $81,600 (2.0%) in 
2021 and in all the remaining years covered in this study. This puts your critical 
year in 2038 with a low balance of $100,144. 
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5.0 Reserve Fund 
 
It should be noted that in some cases, the scheduling of repairs and/or replacements 
will not align exactly as indicated in the supporting documents. In any major property 
holding, the guideline repair estimates are in blocks of years (such as thirty, twenty, 
fifteen, etc.). This tends to mean that large amounts of work are scheduled for 
discrete blocks of time. This makes for artificially busy years, far busier and awkward 
to work with than is realistic. Such scenarios rarely ever come to pass; some 
equipment fails earlier and others last far longer than predicted. In order to produce 
a more reasonable and realistic amortization of maintenance and construction 
activities in future years we often shift some work that could safely be moved into 
adjacent years. 
 
Throughout this document we advise on specific maintenance actions, concepts and 
potential changes to the structure or the use of the structure, and to suitable planning 
steps which we advise the board undertake. While it is impossible to be entirely 
specific as to the individual actions and best practices the board should follow without 
a continual site presence, and as such these recommendations are offered without 
responsibility but with the client's best interest in mind, we strongly recommend such 
an approach be developed and undertaken rigorously. 
 
This document should be used not only as a justification for the required reserve fund 
contribution, but may also serve to assist with the planning and running of required 
and recommended maintenance. Above all the board must bear in mind that a quality 
maintenance program is likely to save time, protect unit values, and result in a lower 
total cost of ownership. 

 

5.1 Structural  
 

1. Foundation Walls 

 
There is no allocation for the complete replacement of the foundation walls, as 
they should last the entire lifespan of the structures if proper maintenance is 
undertaken.  

 
The foundation wall appears to be in good condition, with a few cracks and 
moisture retention seen on site. Regular, isolated repairs should be made as 
soon as issues are noticed to prevent further damage to the foundation. 

 
Periodic allowances have been allocated for inspections and repairs of any 
deterioration. Additionally, at year 80 a larger allowance has been made to do 
substantial foundation work. In our experience, there is a 50/50 chance that a 
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foundation wall will begin to deteriorate by that time. 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

inspections and 
minor repairs 

$21,000 
 

2023 15 

major repairs $120,000 2068 80 

 

5.2 Roof 
 

2. Assessment 

 
The asphalt shingles were recently replaced in 3 phases, with the last phase 
completed in 2015, the roof appears to be in good condition.  

 
An engineering assessment of the roofing system should be undertaken prior 
to its replacement in order to determine the scope of work. An assessment has 
been scheduled one year prior to asphalt shingle replacement. 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

assessment $2,500 2034 25 

 

3. Asphalt Shingles - Localized Repairs 

 
Localized repairs are included every 5 years to ensure that the lifespan of the 
roof be maintained, and to prevent any possible moisture damage from small, 
localized, issues.  

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs $6,000 2024 5 
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4. Asphalt Shingles – Replacement 

 
Previous replacement of the 
asphalt shingles was done in 3 
phases. In this study, we 
recommend that all units be 
replaced in 1 phase, this will 
greatly reduce the total cost, 
as contractor mobilization and 
demobilization will be reduced.  
 
We also recommend that the 
condominium allow the 
contractors to set their own 
pace (i.e., continue work 
throughout an entire summer) 
of work as this may further 
reduce the cost. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $150,000 2035 25 

 

5. Attic Insulation & Ventilation 

 
The attic insulation is unlikely to need replacement other than in the event of 
water infiltration. An allowance has been set for the replacement of roof 
ventilation. It is suggested that this happen during the asphalt shingle 
replacement.  
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $30,000 2035 25 
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6. Fireplace Chimneys 

 
An assessment of the flues shall 
be done a couple years before the 
scheduled replacement.  

 
If some chimneys are determined 
to need replacement, it is 
recommended that this be done 
at the same time as the shingle 
replacement. This will allow for 
quick repairs, as any 
waterproofing or minor shingle 
replacement involved in a typical 
chimney replacement will be done during the shingle replacement.  
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

assessment $8,000 2032 25 

replacement $33,000 2035 25 

 
 

5.3 Exterior 
 

7. Brick Veneer 

 
The brick veneer is original and 
appears to be in good condition, 
except for a few locations around 
the front doors.  

 
This allocation includes repairs 
and any brick replacement that is 
needed, as well as any 
repointing. 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs/replacement $20,000 2025 20 
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8. Parging 

 
The lower section of the exterior walls is made of 
concrete and finished with parging. The parging is 
original and in functional condition. Water 
retention and cracking has been noticed 
throughout the complex. Furthermore, it appears 
that water is being held between the parging and 
interlocking pavers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs/replacement $30,000 2025 25 

 

9. Wood Siding, Trim 

 
The wood siding is in good condition 
and appears to have been recently 
painted. While exposure to 
environmental influences causes the 
wood to deteriorate over time, regular 
maintenance including painting will 
prolong the life of the siding. 

 
An allocation has been set for 
repainting every 15 years. Additionally, 
the wood siding and trim will need to 
be replaced in year 53, an allocation 
has been made to accommodate this. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repainting $100,000 2045 15 

replacement $241,000 2038 35 
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10. Aluminum Siding, Trim, & Flashing 

 
The aluminum siding, trim and flashing all 
appear to be in good condition and can be 
expected to have a lifespan of 
approximately 30-40 years.  

 
Exposure to environmental influences can 
cause the siding colour to fade. Periodic 
visual assessments should be undertaken 
to detect any deterioration or damage 
which should subsequently be repaired. 
This is not included in this allocation. 
 
Aluminum siding, trim and flashing 
replacement have all been scheduled to 
take place in 3 consecutive phases. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $42,000 x 3 2030, 2031, 2032 35 

 
 

11. Vinyl Siding 
 

The vinyl siding was installed in 2001 and 
appears to be in good condition.  
 
Exposure to environmental influences can 
cause the siding to deteriorate over time. 
Periodic visual assessments should be 
undertaken to detect any deterioration or 
damage which should subsequently be 
repaired. This is not included in this 
allocation. 

 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $20,000 x 3 2033, 2034, 2035 35 
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12. Soffit, Eavestroughs & Downspouts 

 
The aluminum soffits, eavestroughs, and downspouts all appear to be in good 
condition. It is recommended that minor repairs be made the year following 
shingle replacement. This will help with any unintended damage caused by the 
roofers.  
 
Periodic replacement of damaged areas has been included. 
 
Best maintenance practices include annual leaf and debris removal to prevent 
water backup. This is not included in this allocation. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs $10,000 2026 10 

replacement $55,000 2035 25 

 

13. Caulking & Sealants 

 
The caulking and sealants appear to be in good condition, and typically have a 
lifespan of 10 years.  

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $11,000 2025 10 
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14. Exterior Entrance Doors and Sidelights 

 
The front entrance doors are 32” insulated 
steel doors with a sidelight window which 
appears to be in good condition.  
 
Best maintenance practices include washing 
and repainting the doors on a regular basis. 
This is not included in this allocation. 
 
Screen doors are also not included and are 
the responsibility of the individual owners. 

 
 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $84,000 2045 35 

 

15. Patio Doors 

 
Each unit includes a rear sliding patio 
door with metal frames which appear to 
be in serviceable condition. When the 
doors are replaced, we recommend that 
the wood sills also be replaced.  
 
Periodic repairs to the hardware, 
weatherstripping and screens may be 
required, but are not included in this 
allocation. 

 
The patio doors are set to be replaced 
in 3 phases. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $38,000 x 3 2023, 2027, 2031 35 
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16. Exterior Windows 
 

All windows have been replaced, except for the upper portion of the 2nd floor 
master bedroom windows. They all appear to be in good condition. An 
allocation in 2021 has been added to allow for the replacement of the argon 
gas between the panes of the glass. This is a one-time measure to increase 
the efficiency of these windows pending replacement. 

 
Periodic repairs to the hardware, weatherstripping and screens may be 
required, but are not included in this allocation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

argon gas 
replacement 

$5,000 2021 one time only 

master bedroom 
window replacement 

$125,000 2024 30 

other window 
replacement 

$300,000 2036 30 
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17. Window Wells 
 
Galvanised steel window wells are 
installed at the basement window 
openings. Each unit has 2 window 
wells; one each in the front and the 
rear of the unit. 
 
The window wells generally appear 
to be in functional condition. It was 
observed that some wells are 
pulling away from walls, rusting, 
and have the sealant peeling and 
flaking off.  

 
It is suggested that replacement of 
all the window wells be done at the same time as interlocking pavers and storm 
management work is done. It is also suggested that the window wells be 
replaced prior to any window replacement.  
 
An additional allocation has been made to allow for the replacement of the 
wells that are in poor condition in 2022. The interlocking pavers shall be reused 
in this case. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

failed unit 
replacement 

$12,500 2022 one time only 

replacement $70,000 2034 35 

 

5.4 Concrete 
 

18. Curb Repair 

 
Concrete curbs are used to 
transition from the lawn areas 
and walkways to the asphalt. 
Concrete curbs rarely need to be 
replaced, only repaired. They 
are original to the property and 
are in poor condition, which 
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appears to have been caused by the settlement of the asphalt roadway. 
Therefore, curb repairs shall take place the same time as the asphalt work to  
assist in reducing the cost to the client. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs $6,000 2027 25 

 

19. Precast Unit Steps 
 
The precast steps appear to be in serviceable condition, with sinking, rust 
spots, and uneven settlement noticed in several locations. We recommend that 
the condominium board follow these steps immediately to prolong the life of 
the precast steps: 

1. Hot pressure wash with soapy water,  
2. One week later hot, pressure wash (without soap),  
3. The next day, spray boiled linseed oil on the steps.  

 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $9,800 2026 10 
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5.5 Asphalt  
 

20. Localized Repairs 

 
The asphalt is original and in serviceable condition. There have been several 
minor patches and replacements in previous years, mostly associated with city 
infrastructure works. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs $9,000 2022 10 

 

21. Unit Driveway Replacement 

 
The asphalt driveways are 
original and were re-coated in 
2005. They are in serviceable 
condition. Replacement of the 
driveways does not include the 
replacement of any interlock 
or concrete patio stones that 
have been added along the 
sides of the driveways by 
owners. These are the owner’s 
responsibility. This allocation is 
for replacement of the top 
course (top layer of asphalt) of 
the driveways only. 

 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $66,000 2027 25 
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22. Parking Lot & Roadway Replacement 

 
The asphalt combined parking lot and 
roadway is original. There is some 
typical cracking in the upper layer of the 
asphalt, however it is in serviceable 
condition.  
 
This allocation includes the repair and 
partial replacement of the base course, 
and the complete replacement of the top 
course, due to the age of the road.  

 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $125,400 2027 25 

 

5.6 Interlock 
 

23. Front Walkway 
 

The walkways in front of the units, 
as well as the stairs and walkway 
that leads to Carling Avenue, are 
included in the allocation for 
interlocking pavers. They are in 
serviceable condition, with areas 
of settlement noticed throughout.  
 
Complete replacement of the 
interlocking pavers is rarely 
required although occasionally 
one or more paver(s) may need to 
be replaced due to excessive 
damage or safety concerns. 
 
It is recommended that the 
interlocking pavers be lifted, the 
base flattened and the pavers 
replaced in phases, in conjunction with the replacement of the precast concrete 
steps. 
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Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs $11,000 2026 10 

 

5.7 Fencing 
 

24. Wood Fence – Privacy 
 

The privacy fences are located on each side of 
each unit’s backyard, most of the fences have 
been recently replaced and are in good 
condition. However, the few fences (brown) 
that were not replaced appear to be in 
functional condition. 

 
An allocation for fence replacement has been 
set in 3 phases. If any repairs are required prior 
to this date, it is recommended that the general 
contingency fund be used. 
 
It shall be noted that any work to remove 
personal items from the area surrounding the 
fences is the responsibility of the respective 
owners, and is not accounted for in the reserve 
fund. 

 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $45,000 x3 2030, 2031, 2032 35 
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25. Wood Fence – North Side 

 
The fence on the north side of the property 
appears to be in good condition, except for 
the length of fence next to the path and 
stair to Carling Avenue. This section is in 
poor condition. Included in this section is 
the small wire fence located between 
flower beds at the Carling Avenue stairs.  

 
There are safety concerns with the fence 
located at the stairs to Carling Avenue, as the fence is leaning over. The fence 
is sturdy at the time of CEL’s site visit, but its condition should be monitored 
in case of further movement or deterioration. In this case, repairs to the fence 
should be made immediately. An allocation of $5,000 has been set for a one-
time repair of that section. It is recommended that this be done within two 
years.  

 
Best maintenance practices include an annual inspection and minor repairs, as 
well as a regular painting schedule. This is not included in this allocation. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repair at Carling 
Avenue 

$5,000 2022 one time only 

replacement $58,000 2040 35 
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26. Chain Link Fence – Playground 

 
The chain link fence located around the 
playground appears to be in serviceable 
condition, with a few tilted posts and some 
sagging length of the fencing noted. 
 
This allocation includes the removal and 
disposal of existing posts and the 
installation of new posts.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $8,000 2022 30 

 

5.8 Retaining Wall 
 

27. Masonry – Replacement 

 
The masonry retaining wall is located on the 
south side between two units and appears to be 
in serviceable condition where visible in front of 
the units. 

 
The retaining wall extends behind the units, 
with a privacy fence running on top of the wall. 
It is suggested that the retaining wall be 
replaced during the fence replacement, as this 
will eliminate the removal and reinstatement of 
the privacy fence from the scope of work.  
 
It shall be noted that any work to remove 
personal items from the area surrounding the walls is the responsibility of the 
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respective owners, and is not included in the reserve fund. 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $15,000 2030 35 

 

28. Concrete Block – Replacement 

 
The concrete block retaining wall is located on 
the north side of the property and is supporting 
a garden bed. The wall was replaced in 2008 
and appears to be in very good condition.  

 
Best maintenance practices include regular 
inspections, and repairs to or replacement of 
damaged blocks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $20,000 2040 30 

 

29. Wood – Replacement 
 
The wood retaining wall is located at the 
stairs leading to Carling Avenue. It is in 
very poor condition and should be 
replaced as soon as possible. The wood 
appears to be rotting.  
 
If kept as wood, it is suggested that a 
visual review of the retaining wall be 
conducted twice yearly to ensure the wood 
is in good condition. If properly 
maintained, the wood retaining wall is 
expected to last 20 years. It is 
recommended that all debris be removed from behind the wall, and that the 
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wall be painted. This maintenance is recommended to occur every 5 years and 
is not included in this allocation. 
 
In addition to the recommended maintenance, an allowance has been made 
for next year to repair the retaining wall by installing lateral pins into the soil 
behind the wall to provide stability until it is replaced.  

 
Alternatively, a second option is to replace the wall and select a material that 
is more durable when in contact with soil for the replacement (i.e., concrete 
block or cast-in-place concrete. This would however change the common 
element and must then adhere to Section 97 of the The Condominium Act 
1988. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs $2,000 2021 one time only 

replacement $10,000 2033 20 

 

5.9 Landscaping 
 

30. Storm Water Management 
 

This entails all grading elements associated with the movement and control of 
water to the catch basins. This does not include any interlocking pavers or 
driveways, however it is recommended to complete this work in coordination 
with the interlocking paver and window well works.  
 
An assessment is recommended 1 year prior to any scheduled repair work to 
determine the areas where the site’s water management needs to be 
addressed. If an assessment determines that there are water management 
problems, this will likely involve adjusting the levels, slopes and direction of 
such slopes, including the implementation of swales (a shallow channel with 
gently sloping sides used to help increase rainwater infiltration), at a cost of 
$3,000 per unit.  

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

assessment $3,500 2050 40 

landscaping and 
swales 

$165,000 2051 40 
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lot grading $11,000 2057 25 

 

31. Plants 
 

The plants are generally maintained by the owners. However, an allocation for 
plants in the common area flower beds has been made. A larger allocation has 
been scheduled to take place in conjunction with the concrete block retaining 
wall work. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $3,000 2025 5 

replacement $6,000 2041 30 

 

32. Trees 
 

This includes removal and replacement of unhealthy trees when required in 
common element areas. It shall be noted that any trees not original to 
construction on the front lawns of each unit are not considered common 
elements.  
 
An allocation has been made to take place every 10 years. New trees shall 
meet the City of Ottawa requirements, with a rough trunk diameter of 1.5-2 
inches. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

removal and 
replacement 

$5,000 2025 10 

 

5.10 Underground Services 
 

33. Inspection and Maintenance  
 

The inspection and maintenance include any services underground which the 
condominium is responsible for. These services include: storm and sanitary 
sewers, electrical power supply, telephone lines, gas lines, and water supply 
lines. Major works are considered to be the utilities’ responsibility. It is 
recommended that an inspection and any corresponding maintenance take 
place every 5 years. 
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The storm Sewers were inspected in 2019, and are scheduled for an inspection 
in 2025. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

inspection and 
maintenance 

$4,200 2025 5 

 

34. Major Replacements 
 

This includes any large repair that does not fall within the utilities’ 
responsibilities, and will need to be undertaken following an inspection. 
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

Replacements $55,000 2027 30 

 

5.11 Electrical 
 

35. Wall Mounted Light Fixtures 
 

There are two wall mounted light fixtures 
per unit. One at the front and one at the 
rear. They appear to be in good condition. 
They are usually replaced due to corrosion 
and/or aesthetic reasons. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $19,000 2033 35 

 

36. Light Posts 
 

The light posts appear to be in good condition. This allocation to replace the 
light posts assumes that they will need to be converted to a modern system 
such as LED or high-pressure sodium, as it is likely that the current system 
uses low-pressure sodium.  
 
Furthermore, it is recommended that when any existing lights burst, each post 
should be modernized to LED instead of replacing like-for-like. It is also 
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recommended that the Board implement a policy requiring the lights be 
modernized at each replacement.  
 
Best maintenance practices include painting the light posts periodically to help 
protect against corrosion. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $10,000 2030 35 

 

37. Security System 
 

The security system on site includes security cameras connected to a closed 
monitor located in the site office. It is only used as a deterrent to trespassers. 
It is not a monitored system. 
 
This allocation includes equipment upgrades and replacement of 
malfunctioning or outdated equipment. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

upgrades and 
replacement 

$6,000 2022 15 
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5.12 Playground 
 

38. Equipment 
 

This includes the fibreglass and plastic play 
structures. The play structures appear to be in 
good condition.  
 
Best maintenance practices include annual 
inspections and general minor repairs which are 
not included in this allocation. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $18,000 2028 20 

 

39. Timber Sandbox 
 

The timber sandbox appears to be in serviceable condition, with some paint 
peeling. It is suggested that the sandbox be replaced at the same time as the 
chain link fence.  In order to replace the wooden sandbox walls, the fence must 
be removed. 

 
An allowance has been made for the replacement of sand every 5 years. It is 
also recommended that the existing timber be replaced to something more 
modern. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

sand replacement $8,000 2021 one time only 

sand top up $500 2033 5 

timber replacement 
without sand 

$12,500 2028 one time only 

timber replacement 
with sand 

$17,500 2048 25 
 

 

5.13 Miscellaneous  
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40. Equipment Shelter Replacement 
 

There are eight equipment shelters, one at the end 
of each block of units that are used for electrical 
meters and communications equipment. These 
are built of wood and are painted. 
 
Best maintenance practices include regular 
inspection, repairs and repainting which are not 
included in this allocation. 
 
There are also two equipment sheds located on the property, with one being 
adjacent to the site office, and the other one in the south east corner of the 
property. The shed next to the office looks to be in serviceable condition, with 
noticeable rusting and peeling of the paint. The other shed is in very good 
condition.  
 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $14,500 2033 25 

 

41. Office Finishes and Equipment  
 

This allocation is meant for painting, wall coverings, flooring, furniture and 
other equipment in the site office. The office finishes are in poor condition. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

replacement $5,000 2025 15 

 

42. General Contingency Allowance 
 

A general contingency allowance for any additional, unpredicted reserve fund 
expenditures that require repair or replacement that have not been otherwise 
allocated for.  

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

repairs/replacement $5,000 2023 3 
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43. Reserve Fund Study Update 
  

The Condominium Act 1988 specifies that a reserve fund study updated be 
done every three years. They typically alternate between a Type 2 (update 
with a site visit) and a Type 3 (update without a site visit). 

 
Due to the fact that some common element conditions could change and need 
repair or replacement prior to what is predicted, it is recommended that a Type 
1 (comprehensive) study be done every 9 to 12 years to ensure the reserve 
fund adequately captures the site conditions. 

 

Description Present Cost Next Occurrence Cycle (years) 

RFS update - with 
site visit 

$5,650 2023 6 

RFS update - without 
site visit 

$2,825 2026 6 
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Carleton Condominium Corporation #272

811 Connaught Avenue, Ottawa

c/o Capital Integral Property Management
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Year 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

ITEM DESCRIPTION 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044 2045
1 Structure – Foundation Walls $21,000 $21,000
2 Roof - Assessment $2,500
3 Roof - Ashphalt Shingles - Localized Repairs $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000
4 Roof - Ashphalt Shingles - Replacement $150,000
5 Roof - Attic Insulation, Ventilation $30,000
6 Roof - Fireplace Chimneys $8,000 $33,000
7 Exterior - Brick Veneer $20,000 $20,000
8 Exterior - Parging $30,000
9 Exterior - Wood Siding, Trim $241,000 $100,000

10 Exterior - Aluminium Siding, Trim, Flashings $42,000 $42,000 $42,000
11 Exterior - Vinyl Siding, Trim, Flashings $20,000 $20,000 $20,000
12 Exterior - Soffit, Eavestroughs, Downspouts $10,000 $55,000 $10,000
13 Exterior - Caulking, Sealants $11,000 $11,000 $11,000
14 Exterior - Entrance Doors and Sidelights $84,000
15 Exterior - Patio Doors $38,000 $38,000 $38,000
16 Exterior - Windows $5,000 $125,000 $300,000
17 Exterior - Window Wells $12,500 $70,000
18 Concrete - Curb Repairs $6,000
19 Concrete - Precast Unit Steps $9,800 $9,800
20 Asphalt – Localized Repairs $9,000 $9,000
21 Asphalt – Unit Driveway Replacement $66,000
22 Asphalt – Parking Lot, Roadway Replacement $125,400
23 Interlock - Front Walkway $11,000 $11,000
24 Fencing - Wood Fence - Privacy $45,000 $45,000 $45,000
25 Fencing - Wood Fence - North Side $5,000 $58,000
26 Fencing - Chain Link Fence - Playground $8,000
27 Retaining Wall - Masonry- Replacement $15,000
28 Retaining Wall - Concrete Block - Replacement $20,000
29 Retaining Wall - Wood - Replacement $2,000 $10,000
30 Landscaping - Storm Water Management
31 Landscaping - Plants $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $6,000
32 Landscaping - Trees $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
33 Underground Services - Inspection and Maintenance $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200
34 Underground Services - Major Replacements $55,000
35 Electrical - Wall Mounted Light Fixtures $19,000
36 Electrical - Light Posts $10,000
37 Security System $6,000 $6,000
38 Playground Equipment $18,000
39 Playground Timber Sand Box $8,000 $12,500 $500 $500 $500
40 Equipment Shelters - Replacement $14,500
41 Office Finishes and Equipment $5,000 $5,000
42 General Contingency Allowance $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
43 Reserve Fund Study Update $5,650 $2,825 $5,650 $2,825 $5,650 $2,825 $5,650 $2,825

OPENING BALANCE $335,949 $432,556 $503,584 $550,964 $570,739 $529,730 $543,963 $600,565 $402,277 $469,263 $549,950 $534,763 $512,365 $514,373 $546,870 $554,710 $353,859 $151,776 $238,075 $100,144 $185,086 $221,989 $328,668 $455,961 $586,618 $687,176
TOTAL EXPENSES WITH SIMPLE INFLATION $21,211 $15,330 $41,391 $71,182 $133,882 $79,920 $39,475 $296,789 $31,171 $20,082 $118,756 $127,750 $105,087 $76,650 $103,733 $314,623 $315,798 $27,390 $254,810 $32,704 $84,008 $17,016 $0 $511 $34,569 $218,912
ESTIMATED INTEREST EARNED  $8,657 $4,758 $5,539 $6,061 $6,278 $5,827 $5,984 $6,606 $4,425 $5,162 $6,049 $5,882 $5,636 $5,658 $6,016 $6,102 $3,892 $1,670 $2,619 $1,102 $2,036 $2,442 $3,615 $5,016 $6,453 $7,559
ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION  $80,000 $81,600 $83,232 $84,897 $86,594 $88,326 $90,093 $91,895 $93,733 $95,607 $97,519 $99,470 $101,459 $103,488 $105,558 $107,669 $109,823 $112,019 $114,260 $116,545 $118,876 $121,253 $123,678 $126,152 $128,675 $131,248
OTHER CONTRIBUTION $29,161
CLOSING BALANCE $432,556 $503,584 $550,964 $570,739 $529,730 $543,963 $600,565 $402,277 $469,263 $549,950 $534,763 $512,365 $514,373 $546,870 $554,710 $353,859 $151,776 $238,075 $100,144 $185,086 $221,989 $328,668 $455,961 $586,618 $687,176 $607,071

50 Year Projected Expenditures
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61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

2046 2047 2048 2049 2050 2051 2052 2053 2054 2055 2056 2057 2058 2059 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 2065 2066 2067 2068 2069 2070
$21,000 $120,000 1 Structure – Foundation Walls

$2,500 2 Roof - Assessment
$6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 3 Roof - Ashphalt Shingles - Localized Repairs

$150,000 4 Roof - Ashphalt Shingles - Replacement
$30,000 5 Roof - Attic Insulation, Ventilation

$8,000 $33,000 6 Roof - Fireplace Chimneys
$20,000 7 Exterior - Brick Veneer

$30,000 8 Exterior - Parging
$100,000 $100,000 9 Exterior - Wood Siding, Trim

$42,000 10 Exterior - Aluminium Siding, Trim, Flashings
$20,000 $20,000 $20,000 11 Exterior - Vinyl Siding, Trim, Flashings

$10,000 $55,000 $10,000 12 Exterior - Soffit, Eavestroughs, Downspouts
$11,000 $11,000 13 Exterior - Caulking, Sealants

14 Exterior - Entrance Doors and Sidelights
$85,000 $85,000 $85,000 15 Exterior - Patio Doors

$125,000 $300,000 16 Exterior - Windows
17 Exterior - Window Wells

$6,000 18 Concrete - Curb Repairs
$9,800 $9,800 $9,800 19 Concrete - Precast Unit Steps

$9,000 $9,000 20 Asphalt – Localized Repairs
$66,000 21 Asphalt – Unit Driveway Replacement

$125,400 22 Asphalt – Parking Lot, Roadway Replacement
$11,000 $11,000 $11,000 23 Interlock - Front Walkway

$45,000 $45,000 $45,000 24 Fencing - Wood Fence - Privacy
25 Fencing - Wood Fence - North Side

$8,000 26 Fencing - Chain Link Fence - Playground
$15,000 27 Retaining Wall - Masonry- Replacement

$20,000 28 Retaining Wall - Concrete Block - Replacement
$10,000 29 Retaining Wall - Wood - Replacement

$3,500 $165,000 $11,000 30 Landscaping - Storm Water Management
$3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 31 Landscaping - Plants

$5,000 $5,000 $5,000 32 Landscaping - Trees
$4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 $4,200 33 Underground Services - Inspection and Maintenance

$55,000 34 Underground Services - Major Replacements
$19,000 35 Electrical - Wall Mounted Light Fixtures

$10,000 36 Electrical - Light Posts
$6,000 $6,000 37 Security System

$18,000 $18,000 38 Playground Equipment
$17,500 $500 $500 $500 $500 39 Playground Timber Sand Box

$14,500 40 Equipment Shelters - Replacement
$5,000 $5,000 41 Office Finishes and Equipment

$5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 42 General Contingency Allowance
$5,650 $2,825 $5,650 $2,825 $5,650 $2,825 $5,650 $2,825 43 Reserve Fund Study Update

$607,071 $735,358 $847,856 $960,183 $1,076,021 $1,213,833 $1,206,362 $1,162,521 $1,258,415 $1,278,878 $1,331,114 $1,497,884 $1,583,930 $1,668,937 $1,840,903 $1,759,608 $1,956,073 $2,066,502 $2,246,540 $2,415,444 $2,513,533 $2,496,875 $2,347,268 $2,553,149 $2,781,097 OPENING BALANCE
$12,264 $32,142 $36,281 $36,792 $18,933 $168,630 $207,875 $70,671 $150,234 $121,822 $11,063 $96,886 $102,200 $19,571 $278,188 $3,066 $94,867 $30,149 $47,012 $123,509 $243,236 $379,980 $26,904 $11,242 $77,876 TOTAL EXPENSES WITH SIMPLE INFLATION
$6,678 $8,089 $9,326 $10,562 $11,836 $13,352 $13,270 $12,788 $13,843 $14,068 $14,642 $16,477 $17,423 $18,358 $20,250 $19,356 $21,517 $22,732 $24,712 $26,570 $27,649 $27,466 $25,820 $28,085 $30,592 ESTIMATED INTEREST EARNED  

$133,873 $136,551 $139,282 $142,067 $144,909 $147,807 $150,763 $153,778 $156,854 $159,991 $163,191 $166,455 $169,784 $173,179 $176,643 $180,176 $183,779 $187,455 $191,204 $195,028 $198,929 $202,907 $206,965 $211,105 $215,327 ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION  
OTHER CONTRIBUTION

$735,358 $847,856 $960,183 $1,076,021 $1,213,833 $1,206,362 $1,162,521 $1,258,415 $1,278,878 $1,331,114 $1,497,884 $1,583,930 $1,668,937 $1,840,903 $1,759,608 $1,956,073 $2,066,502 $2,246,540 $2,415,444 $2,513,533 $2,496,875 $2,347,268 $2,553,149 $2,781,097 $2,949,139 CLOSING BALANCE

50 Year Projected Expenditures



Assumed Interest Rate 1.10%
Assumed Inflation Rate 2.20%
Reserve Fund Balance at Start of 2020 $335,949
Minimum Reserve Fund Balance $100,144

Year

Opening 

Balance

Annual 

Contribution*

Percent 

Increase over 

Previous Year

Estimated 

Future Inflated 

Expenditures

Projected 

Interest 

Earned

Other 

Contribution

Closing 

Balance

2020 $335,949 $80,000 2.00% $21,211 $8,657 $29,161 $432,556
2021 $432,556 $81,600 2.00% $15,330 $4,758 $0 $503,584
2022 $503,584 $83,232 2.00% $41,391 $5,539 $0 $550,964
2023 $550,964 $84,897 2.00% $71,182 $6,061 $0 $570,739
2024 $570,739 $86,594 2.00% $133,882 $6,278 $0 $529,730
2025 $529,730 $88,326 2.00% $79,920 $5,827 $0 $543,963
2026 $543,963 $90,093 2.00% $39,475 $5,984 $0 $600,565
2027 $600,565 $91,895 2.00% $296,789 $6,606 $0 $402,277
2028 $402,277 $93,733 2.00% $31,171 $4,425 $0 $469,263
2029 $469,263 $95,607 2.00% $20,082 $5,162 $0 $549,950
2030 $549,950 $97,519 2.00% $118,756 $6,049 $0 $534,763
2031 $534,763 $99,470 2.00% $127,750 $5,882 $0 $512,365
2032 $512,365 $101,459 2.00% $105,087 $5,636 $0 $514,373
2033 $514,373 $103,488 2.00% $76,650 $5,658 $0 $546,870
2034 $546,870 $105,558 2.00% $103,733 $6,016 $0 $554,710
2035 $554,710 $107,669 2.00% $314,623 $6,102 $0 $353,859
2036 $353,859 $109,823 2.00% $315,798 $3,892 $0 $151,776
2037 $151,776 $112,019 2.00% $27,390 $1,670 $0 $238,075
2038 $238,075 $114,260 2.00% $254,810 $2,619 $0 $100,144
2039 $100,144 $116,545 2.00% $32,704 $1,102 $0 $185,086
2040 $185,086 $118,876 2.00% $84,008 $2,036 $0 $221,989
2041 $221,989 $121,253 2.00% $17,016 $2,442 $0 $328,668
2042 $328,668 $123,678 2.00% $0 $3,615 $0 $455,961
2043 $455,961 $126,152 2.00% $511 $5,016 $0 $586,618
2044 $586,618 $128,675 2.00% $34,569 $6,453 $0 $687,176
2045 $687,176 $131,248 2.00% $218,912 $7,559 $0 $607,071
2046 $607,071 $133,873 2.00% $12,264 $6,678 $0 $735,358
2047 $735,358 $136,551 2.00% $32,142 $8,089 $0 $847,856
2048 $847,856 $139,282 2.00% $36,281 $9,326 $0 $960,183
2049 $960,183 $142,067 2.00% $36,792 $10,562 $0 $1,076,021
2050 $1,076,021 $144,909 2.00% $18,933 $11,836 $0 $1,213,833
2051 $1,213,833 $147,807 2.00% $168,630 $13,352 $0 $1,206,362
2052 $1,206,362 $150,763 2.00% $207,875 $13,270 $0 $1,162,521
2053 $1,162,521 $153,778 2.00% $70,671 $12,788 $0 $1,258,415
2054 $1,258,415 $156,854 2.00% $150,234 $13,843 $0 $1,278,878
2055 $1,278,878 $159,991 2.00% $121,822 $14,068 $0 $1,331,114
2056 $1,331,114 $163,191 2.00% $11,063 $14,642 $0 $1,497,884
2057 $1,497,884 $166,455 2.00% $96,886 $16,477 $0 $1,583,930
2058 $1,583,930 $169,784 2.00% $102,200 $17,423 $0 $1,668,937
2059 $1,668,937 $173,179 2.00% $19,571 $18,358 $0 $1,840,903
2060 $1,840,903 $176,643 2.00% $278,188 $20,250 $0 $1,759,608
2061 $1,759,608 $180,176 2.00% $3,066 $19,356 $0 $1,956,073
2062 $1,956,073 $183,779 2.00% $94,867 $21,517 $0 $2,066,502
2063 $2,066,502 $187,455 2.00% $30,149 $22,732 $0 $2,246,540
2064 $2,246,540 $191,204 2.00% $47,012 $24,712 $0 $2,415,444
2065 $2,415,444 $195,028 2.00% $123,509 $26,570 $0 $2,513,533
2066 $2,513,533 $198,929 2.00% $243,236 $27,649 $0 $2,496,875
2067 $2,496,875 $202,907 2.00% $379,980 $27,466 $0 $2,347,268
2068 $2,347,268 $206,965 2.00% $26,904 $25,820 $0 $2,553,149
2069 $2,553,149 $211,105 2.00% $11,242 $28,085 $0 $2,781,097
2070 $2,781,097 $215,327 2.00% $77,876 $30,592 $0 $2,949,139

* The term “annual contribution” refers to the amount contributed each year to the reserve fund from the monthly expenses.

Carleton Condominium Corporation #272
50 Year Reserve Fund Cash Flow Table
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Understanding Maintenance of Our Condominium 
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Understanding Maintenance for our Condominium 
· 8 October 2020 ·       
 

A CCC 272 · 811 Connaught Avenue Owner’s Summary 
Capacity Engineering Ltd. C/O Capital Integral Property Management 

 
 
No building is maintenance-free, and every structure, old or new, 
requires care to minimize deterioration. While home owners are often 
disheartened to hear their property needs work, financial planners regularly 
warn to expect between one and four percent of their home’s value as an 
annual maintenance budget. 
 
A building maintenance schedule helps plan any inspections or work that 
needs to be done, and will also help you prioritize maintenance, which in 
turn can prevent avoidable future repairs or replacement. In the case of a 
Condominium as defined in the Condominium Act, 1998, S.O. 1998, c. 19, 
Condominium Boards and Owners are legally obligated to maintain their 
property in serviceable condition, as well as to carry out studies in support of 
these efforts. The legally mandated building maintenance schedules 
are called Reserve Fund Studies (RFS).  Generally accepted practice has 
three classes of RFS in Ontario; Class 1 - Comprehensive study, Class 2 - 
Updated study with site inspection, and Class 3 - Updated study without a 
site inspection. [O. Reg. 48/01, s. 28.] 
 
We recommend that regular maintenance be undertaken, that thorough 
studies be produced on a regular basis to maintain sufficient funds for future 
repairs, and that these repairs be pre-emptively undertaken as per the 
professional opinion given in these studies or as otherwise required. In 
addition to this, we strongly recommend that Condominiums undertake a 
pragmatic approach with respect to the useful service life of the common 
elements. Building codes have evolved over time, but generally target an 
overall minimum life expectancy of 50 years for residential structures like 
this one. It is important to understand that this is a target value, and 
frequently a building’s elements will exceed this target, and some can be 
expected to fail and require replacement prior to this target age. The 
realistically expected service life of elements as shown below is best thought 
of as the age at which a major maintenance project or program can be 
expected to be required. 
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Core Elements and their expected life, for your structure: 
 

Element Expected Service Life 
(years) 

Structure 50 

Curtain Walls  
         · Structure 40 

         · Perimeter Sealants 10 to 15 

Roof 20 
Plumbing & Electrical 40 

Heating, Ventilation, & Air 
Conditioning (HVAC) 

30 

Elevators 20 

 
The building code to which your structure was built to was a minimum legal 
standard. In many ways, it is the least which the builder can legally do 
without facing charges of incompetence and/or fraud. The warranty program 
in force in Ontario since 1976 is a further guard against poor construction, 
but these protections are available for only a short time period. Examples 
would be a seven-year warranty on the structure, and shorter warranties on 
all other elements. 
 
The curtain walls and its perimeter sealants are an example of a 
building element that, despite requiring some reactive maintenance to reach 
its expected service life, may be able to last even longer through a 
preventative maintenance program. 
 

Perimeter sealants - Where properly designed and installed, sealants have a typical 
service life of 10 to 15 years, though breaches are likely from day one. Replacement of 
perimeter sealants requires meticulous surface preparation and proper detailing. 
 
Glazing failures - Glazing problems specific to curtain wall construction include visual 
obstruction from condensation or dirt, damage to opacifier films from material 
degradation, condensation and/or heat build-up, and IGU issues/laminated glass issues. 
 
Gasket and sealant failures – Due to movement (thermal, structural), prolonged 
exposure to water, heat/sun/UV degradation, and age. Repairs (if feasible) require 
significant disassembly of curtain wall. If restoration of internal seals is not physically 
possible or not economically feasible, installation of exterior surface wet sealing at all 
glazing and frame joints is often performed. 
 
Framing system failures - Aluminum frames are inherently corrosion resistant in many 
environments if anodized and properly sealed or painted with baked-on fluoropolymer 
paint. Frame corner seals, however, regardless of construction are prone to de-bonding 
from prolonged contact with moisture and from thermal, structural, and transportation 
movements. Structural steel elements in the curtain wall will corrode readily in the 
presence of water, and are a notorious source of building envelope failures. They must be 
painted very regularly and should be subject to inspection every fifteen years. 
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Where a Condominium Board is faced with a requirement to replace a 
common element but lacks the sufficient funds in both the operating budget 
and the planned future fund (i.e., Reserve Fund) to do so, they are legally 
entitled and required by law to levy the required funds from each individual 
owner via a Special Assessment. 
 
Glossary: 
 

Curtain Wall – A specific type of building envelope employing steel or aluminum 
framing and a great deal of glazing. 
 
Building Envelope – The outer layer of the structure, i.e. roof, windows, doors, etc. 
 
Glazing – Transparent elements in the building envelope, i.e. windows, skylights, etc. 
 
Reserve Fund Study – A document summarizing the current state of the common 
elements, their likely serviceable life, and the probable cost of their repair or 
replacement. 
 
Serviceable Life – The expected duration through which an element is expected to be 
fit for the purpose intended. Example: A roof would be expected to typically have a 20 
year service life during which time it would not leak. 

 
References: 
 

·  “The Building Code” - OBC 2012 && CAN/CSA S478-95 (2007) 
·  Whole Building Design Guide 
· http://www.moneysmartsblog.com/estimate-budget-home-maintenance-
costs/ 
· http://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/010048#BK34 
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Appendix C 

CEL Reserve Fund Study Guidelines 
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While you read this document please understand the 
following: 
 
 

· Our scope is exclusively described in the signed contract. Where the client 
has requested further works and CEL Ottawa has not issued a Scope Change 
Instrument, all further works are offered entirely without responsibility. 

· We work to dispatch engagements in keeping with the standard of care 
which a similarly trained and experienced engineer would do faced with a 
similar engagement. No exceptional measures are applied, and no level of 
expertise beyond that of a licensed professional engineer has been employed 
on the assignment. 

· Where we have been provided with information, we have the right to rely 
upon the accuracy, veracity, and proper preparation of all such information 
whether this was provided by the Client, a supplier, the Authority Having 
Jurisdiction, or an agent thereof whether or not this was originally prepared 
by a third party. We have not been contracted to identify mistakes, 
omissions or any lack of clarity in the information obtained from the various 
sources and the Owner is hereby cautioned that we have not undertaken any 
checks or verification of the accuracy of the information beyond the most 
basic logic test prior to relying upon the information. 

· We cannot predict what conclusions may be drawn from this document 
unless consulted by the reader. All queries about this document will be 
responded to in writing, and we encourage questions by email. It is the 
responsibility of the reader to ensure they are fully informed. 

· No party other than our Client shall rely on any portion of our work without 
our express written consent. 

· Any use which a third party makes of this work, or any reliance on or 
decisions made based on it, are the responsibility of such third parties.  

· Only the specific information identified has been reviewed. No physical or 
destructive testing and no design calculations have been performed unless 
specifically recorded. Conditions existing, but not recorded, were not 
apparent given the level of study undertaken. Only conditions actually seen 
during examination of representative samples can be said to have been 
appraised and comments on the balance of the conditions are assumptions 
based upon extrapolation. Therefore, this work does not eliminate 
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uncertainty regarding the potential for existing or future costs, hazards or 
losses in connection with a property. We can perform further investigation on 
items of concern if so required. 

· This document reflects the best judgment of CEL Ottawa in light of the 
information provided to us at the time of preparation. It is not a certification 
of compliance with past, present, or developmental versions of regulations 
whether or not these have been published or gazetted. This document shall 
not be used to express or imply warranty as to the fitness of any structure or 
system as to a particular purpose. 

· No portion of this report may be used as a separate entity; it is written to 
be read in its entirety. 

· We have undertaken no work with respect to environmental concerns, 
designated substances or hazardous materials, pollutants, contaminants or 
any other work normally not the purview of a Structural Engineer. 

· Anyone relying upon this report is hereby cautioned that the report has 
been prepared strictly in accordance with the defined scope of our 
engagement and as such is highly specific to the intended use. This use is, in 
this case, budgetary planning and maintenance for CCC 272 and all persons 
reading this document expressly deny any right to any claim against CEL 
Ottawa, its agents, employees, directors, shareholders, sub-consultants, 
suppliers, advisors, or their assigns, including claims arising from personal 
injury related to pollutants, contaminants or hazardous materials, including 
but not limited to asbestos, mould, mildew or other fungus. 

· The projected life of equipment and systems are based upon past 
experience and our best understanding of the durability of the system(s) 
involved. Actual performance is likely to vary, sometimes drastically. In a 
large enough system, portions or components which perform better (i.e., 
prove to have longer serviceable lifespans) frequently balance out those 
which fail early, however this cannot be guaranteed. No amount of planning 
can prevent all funding shortfalls or eliminate the need for special 
assessments, and excessive saving without specific cause is further 
inappropriate in that it can sequester funds from current owners to the 
benefit of future owners. As such our values shall be understood to be a best 
bet, but a gamble and cannot be offered with responsibility with respect to 
what actually happens as the facility ages. 

· We are not quantity surveyors and have no control over market forces, 
interest rates, banking policies or available financial agreements, and as 
such our estimated values and budgetary figures are the opinion of CEL 
Ottawa as to a possible current dollar value of the work and are provided for 
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approximate budget planning purposes only. They cannot be considered 
reliable, and shall not be relied upon for any purpose other than gross values 
of budget figures. Where the client wishes to further refine the cost values, 
an improved value table may be prepared through the engagement of a 
Professional Quantity Surveyor. Please contact our office regarding the 
preparation of a Scope Change Instrument for this purpose. 

· We have not been engaged as Project Managers on this engagement, and 
there are no specific and fully scoped projects against which proper 
schedules could be developed (such schedules are projected about actual 
holidays, availability, weather projections, exterior influenced and in 
consultation with stakeholders and shareholders to the project in addition to 
the Authorities Having Jurisdiction). As such, the timelines and estimates as 
to the duration of any given work(s) are to be understood as estimates for 
planning purposes only and must be refined with the assistance of a design 
professional engaged for the purpose of undertaking the design or 
coordination of the works. 

· Sections of this document are laid out such that portions of the master 
tables appear with descriptions of systems and their recommended 
maintenance practices. We recommend that readers review the master 
tables and use the cut sections only for convenience after a full 
comprehension of the study as a whole. 

 




